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Two centuries ago, on 3 July 1776, William Bodinar, a fisherman of Mousehole,
wrote to the Hon. Daines Barrington a letter, much of which was in both English and
Cornish. The bilingual part of the letter was shortly afterwards published by
Barrington, and the whole is now first published from the original M S in the custody
of the Society of Antiquaries of London. It is of great interest as being the latest known
piece of authentic Cornish writing before the expiry of the language c. 1800.
Daines Barrington (1727-1800) was a lawyer-antiquary of wide tastes; he was the
fourth son of the first Viscount Barrington, held several minor judicial offices, and
published extensively on such diverse topics as legal history, the Roman invasions of
Britain, Anglo-Saxon literature, arctic exploration, and natural history; he was one of
those to whom Gilbert White wrote the letters that became the Natural History of
Selborne. His interest in Cornish originated in 1746 when his brother, Captain Samuel
Barrington, in the course of naval duties, took a sailor from Mount's Bay who spoke
Cornish well enough to make himself understood to Bretons, but it was not until 1768
that Daines Barrington came west in search of Cornish speakers. A t Mousehole he met
an old fisherwoman called Dolly Pentreath, to whom he had himself introduced as one
who had wagered that no one lived who could talk Cornish, whereupon she 'spoke in
an angry tone of voice for two or three minutes, and in a language which sounded very
like Welsh'. T w o other women nearby told Barrington that Dolly had been abusing
him heartily for supposing that she could not speak Cornish, and that they themselves
understood it, though they could not speak it readily. Having thus satisfied himself
that Cornish still iived, Barrington returned eastwards, only to find that no one would
credit his evidence, as being contrary to an assertion by D r . William Borlase that by
1758 Cornish had 'altogether ceased, so as not to be spoken anywhere in
conversation'. 1
Not for four years did Barrington seek confirmation of the evidence of this brief
visit; in 1772 he obtained from William Borlase's brother, D r . Walter Borlase of Castle
Horneck, Madron, 2 the information that Dolly Pentreath was still alive, spoke
Cornish as readily as others did English, and claimed that she had not spoken any
English until over 20 years old. I n May 1773 Barrington's first paper on Cornish was
read to the Society of Antiquaries, and subsequently published. 3 I n March 1776 he
read to the Society a paper giving details of other speakers of Cornish; on 7 November
1776 he produced to them William Bodinar's letter, dated 3 July; in June 1777 he read
a final paper, and these three communications were subsequently published together.4
So far as is known, Barrington took no further interest in the subject; his drawing
attention to the survival of Cornish in the second half of the 18th century was of great
value, but it is a matter for regret that neither he, nor those who might have been
alerted by him, took the opportunity of visiting Mousehole and collecting vocabulary
from the last surviving speakers.
Dolly Pentreath and William Bodinar spent most of their lives in obscurity and
poverty; Barrington plucked them from the former but left them in the latter. Dolly
was painted by Opie, but spent her last years 'maintained partly by the parish, and
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partly by fortune-telling, and gabbling of Cornish'; Bodinar complained that 'we gits
our living very hard', and that he was compelled to continue going to sea when an
old man.
The Bodinar family presumably originated from the farm of that name in
Sancreed, five miles from Mousehole, but by the end of the 16th century it was well
established in Paul parish. The Parish Registers record the baptism on 30 November
1711 of William, son of Oliver Bodennar, so that he seems to have slightly anticipated
when he gave his age as 65 in July 1776. He was 19 years younger than Dolly Pentreath,
assuming her to be the 'Doaryte, daughter of Nicholas Pentreath' baptised at Paul on
16 May 1692. Dolly, who claimed to have spoken Cornish from earliest childhood, can
fairly be reckoned a native speaker, whereas William Bodinar states that he first learnt
Cornish when going to sea as a boy with old fishermen. His letter shows that he had,
for one of his station, a better than average education, and if not a native speaker of
Cornish, he was probably its last natural writer. He married Dorothy Bluett at Paul on
12 July 1744, and their family consisted of William (born 1745), Elizabeth (1747), John
(1749), Mary (1751) and Thomas (1753). He was buried at Paul on 4 August 1789,
having survived Dolly Pentreath, buried on 27 December 1777, by nearly twelve years.
In the Summer of 1780 a gentleman from London visited Mousehole in search of
Bodinar, but failed to find him as he was 'upon the water in the way of his
employment'. 5 D r . William Pryce of Redruth was apparently more successful,
assuming that Bodinar is the person referred to in his book on Cornish, published in
1790 shortly after Bodinar's death. Referring to the close connection between Cornish
and Breton, Pryce continues:
. . . my opinion would have been confirmed by what I have heard from a very old man
now living (sic) at Mousehole, who I believe is at this time the only person capable of
holding half an hour's conversation on common subjects in the Cornish tongue. He tells
me that, above threescore years ago, being at Morlaix on board a smuggling cutter, and
the only time he was ever there, he was ordered on shore with another young man to buy
some greens, and not knowing a word of French, as he thought, he was much surprised
to find that he understood a great part of the conversation of some boys at play in the
street; and upon further enquiry, he found that he could make known all his wants in
Cornish, and be better understood than he could be at home, when he used that dialect.
I am well satisfied of the fact, as he is quite an illiterate man, and could have neither the
temptation nor the ingenuity to invent a story so useless to himself.6

This probably relates to Bodinar, although he was certainly not illiterate.
The next evidence is that of Richard Polwhele:
In 1797 a fisherman of Mousehole informed me that William Bodener was the last
person of that place who could converse fluently in Cornish; that this man, some years
younger than Dolly, used to talk with her for hours together in Cornish; that their
conversation was understood by scarcely anyone of that place; that both Dolly and
himself could talk in English; and that Bodener died about the year 1794 (sic) at a very
advanced age, leaving two sons, who knew not enough of the Cornish to converse in it. 7
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Letter signed 'Alphabeta' dated Dec. 1780 in Universal Magazine (quoted by R . Morton
Nance, Old Cornwall I I I [1940], 306).
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Finally there is the evidence of Bodinar's grandson, recorded in 1856 by Prince
Louis Lucien Bonaparte:
I John Bodinar the grandson of William Bodinar I am now 85 years of age. I
remember him well and also seeing gentlemen at his house to hear him talk and see him
write Cornish, and I have been afishing with him, and it is about 72 years since he is
dead, and also remember Dorithy Pentreath. Witness my hand 27th May 1856, John
Bodinar, Mousehole.8

This was probably John, son of John Bodinar, baptised at Paul on 2 March 1772,
and the visit he recalled of gentlemen to his grandfather's house was probably the
occasion of the writing of the letter in 1776.
Barrington published the bilingual part of Bodinar's letter, lines 3-26. He
unfortunately misread the signature, clearly 'Bodinar', as 'Bodener', and printed also
the following misreadings: theatra 5, boadjaek 5, Cornoaek 7, cara 9, no 15, mous 17,
pe 19, classia 21, eyance 23, yen 25. The letter was left by him in the custody of the
Society of Antiquaries, where it still remains. His text of the letter has been reprinted
by several later writers, 9 two of whom ( L o t h and Nance) added valuable comments
and corrections, but none referred to the original M S , and its survival seems hitherto
to have been overlooked.
Even though William Bodinar was not a native speaker of Cornish in the same
sense as Dolly Pentreath, he was certainly one of the last surviving speakers, and after
his death there is no evidence of the survival of anyone who could speak Cornish
fluently, and no reliable witness claims to have met such a person. I n a very real sense,
his letter to Barrington was the last of Cornish.
8
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T E X T (P.A.S.P./O.J.P.)
1

Moushole July ye the 3d 1776.

2

Sir I understand you wants to know my age.

3

Bluth vee eue try egence a pemp.

4

My age is three score and five.

5

Theara vee dean bodjack an puscas.

6

I am a poor fisher man.

(changed from poscas.)

7

Me rig deskey Comoack termen me vee mawe.

8

I learnt Cornish when I was a boy.

9
10

Me vee demore gen seara vee a pemp dean moy en cock
I have ben to sea with my father and five other men in the boat

11

me rig scantlower clowes eden ger sowsnack cowes en cock

12

and have not hard one word of English speek in the boat

13

rag sythen ware bar.

14

for a week togeather.

15

Na rig a vee biscath gwellas lever Cornoack.

16

I never saw a Cornish book.

17

Me deskey Cornoack moas da more gen tees coath.

18

I larnd Cornish going to sea with old men.

19

Na ges move vel pager po pemp en dreau nye

20

There is not more then four or fiue in our town

21

ell clapia Corno(a)ck leben,

22

can talk Cornish now,

23

poble coath pager egance bloulh.

24

old people four score years old.

25

Cornoack ewe oil neceaves gen poble younk.

26

Cornish is all forgot with young people.

27

Sir I can talk Cornish very well

28

but time will not parmit now to write great deal

29

as I am going to sea every day.

30

Tho I am old I must go to sea if I will eat bread.

31

We gits our living very hard.

32

We can not lay up money in store

33

by our busness aga(i)nst old age.

34

I hope you will be so good as to send somthing

35

to drink your health.

36

I am Sir your Humble Servant

37

William Bodinar
(Endorsement by Barrington)

Letter from Wm. Bodener 3d. July 1776, shewing that the Cornish Language still
subsists in Cornwall. Read S . A . L . 7th Novr. 1776.
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William Bodinar's Letter, 1776 (photo., Society of Antiquaries).
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C O M M E N T A R Y O N T E X T (O.J.P.)

The letter is clear and easy to read, even in a photocopy: the only room for doubt
enters in a few cases which could be either a or e, and most of these can be resolved
satisfactorily. There are two or three corrections (poscas/puscas 5; Corno(a)ck 21;
aga(i)nst 33), the first at least in Bodinar's hand, and one omission (me deskey 17:
supply rig as in 7); but on the whole the letter is free from deletions or mistakes:
probably it is a fair copy, as might be expected of someone writing in this situation.
Two Anglicisms occur in the Cornish: eden ger sowsnack cowes 11 (a literal
translation of the incorrect English 'one word of English speek'); rag sythen ware bar
13 (again a literal translation of the English). They suggest that the letter was
composed in English; Bodinar does not challenge Dolly Pentreath's status as the last
known native speaker of Cornish. On the whole, though, his Cornish is authentic—
better than that of John Boson some sixty years earlier.
Some of the late Modern Cornish features which are shown in the letter are as
follows:
Phonology
Written e for Middle Cornish y;pemp 3,9,\9;deskeyl,17; lever 15; ell 21.This maybe
nothing more than a different spelling convention: it need not represent a tangible
sound-change.
Written ea stands for open e: theara 5; dean 5; seara 9; dreau 19; neceaves 25.
Middle Cornish [y] > [i]: rig 7, 11, 15; tees 17; egence/egance 3, 23. (Cf. iggans, N .
Boson; 1 0 igans Lhuyd.) 1 1
Loss of th: ware bar 13; but it is preserved in e.g. biscath, compared with the Bosons'
beska.12
[tf] > [d] only in the preposition the 'to': demore 9; da more 17.
Intervocal s > r: theara vee 5. This phenomenon occurs, very rarely, in BasVannetais. 13
Written g in pager, 19, 23 stands for [ d j j .
m, n > bm ( > b), dn: eden 'one' 11; leben 'now' 2 1 .
Reduction of unstressed syllables: bodjack 5; theara 5; de-Ida 9,17; biscath \5\gwellas
15; egenceIegance 3, 23.
Loss of h-: Middle Cornish ha 'and' becomes a (3, 9), as often in Modern Cornish.
Metathesis: neceaves 25 'forgotten'. Compare J . Tonkin's nakeves1* and N . Boson's
nekovaz;'5 but ankevys, C W . 1348, 1498, 2179, and Keigwin. 1 6
cowes, younk: These were both monosyllables often in Middle Cornish: cous O M .
150, 2173; P C . 1840; R D . 744; Lhuyd 81b (dho kouz). yonk P C . 1184; R D . 333,
1639; B M . 116. But the original dissyllable of this word survives at P C . 19, 39;
B M . 1196.
poscas/puscas 5: These two spellings may indicate one and the same pronunciation,
with f A ] , since o often implies this sound in English.

10

'Nebbaz Gerriau' in Cornish Writings of the Boson Family ed. O. J . Padel (1975) (cited as
C W B F ) , 25.
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E . Lhuyd, Archaeologia Britannica (1770) (cited as Lhuyd), 174a.
12
N. Boson, 'Nebbaz Gerriau', and J . Boson, Letter of 1710 ( C W B F 27, 46).
13
Cf. K. Jackson, Historical Phonology of Breton (Dublin, 1967), 699.
14
'Song to the Tune of The Modest Maid of Kent'. Old Cornwall I, Pt. 11 (1930), 26 (from
Gwavas MS).
15
'Nebbaz Gerriau', C W B F 25.
16
Translation of King Charles l's letter, Old Cornwall I, Pt.4 (1926), 38.
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dreau 19: This is a peculiar spelling, for the word was normally tre'm Middle Cornish,
giving regularly Modern Cornish tre, trea (e.g. in the Bosons' writings). I n Breton,
on the other hand, the -v survived, and is sometimes vocalised, giving treo, trew.11
The u in Bodinar's form may stand either for v (ci.fiue 20), or for u: in either case
it is presumably due to the Breton influence which was so strong in the last stages
of Cornish.
Morphology and Syntax
Irregularity of Mutations: lenition is absent where it might be expected, in poble coath
23; more 9, 17. That seen in dreau 19 is probably fossilised, from the adverbial
usage perhaps. Apart from me vee 7, 9 and rig 7, 11, 15, in both of which the
lenited form was probably felt to be the radical, there is not one example of a
correct mutation in the letter.
Possessive pronouns: these are always shown, as normally in late Modern Cornish, by
a suffixed emphasising pronoun: bluth vee 3; seara vee 9; dreau nye 19.
Omission of verbal particles: me rig 7, 11; me vee 7, 9; ell 21 all omit the relative
particle a; moas 17 omits the participial particle a ( < Middle Cornish ow).
Negative: in na rig a vee 15; na ges 19, na(g) has become the standard negative particle
in main clauses, replacing Middle Cornish ny, as elsewhere in Modern Cornish.
termen 7, as a conjunction: it is easy to see how this can have arisen, from such uses as
N . Boson's keniffer termen drerany, via J . Boson's en termen as a conjunction. 18
vel 19, 'than': so used in one version of J . Boson's Pilchards Rhyme, replaced in the
other with po ( C W B F 43, 44).
Vocabulary
bl(o)uth 3, 23, seems to be an exclusively modern form: it first occurs at C W . 1976-77,
naw cans bloth of. . . ha deakwarnegans (note how close the usage is to that of
Breton bloaz with numerals, as quoted by Hemon). 1 9 The Bosons used it as the
normal form after numerals and elsewhere: N . Boson canz bloath coth, wheeath
bloah coth, T . Boson an blooth Creste.20 (They also used blethan, but not after
numerals.) I n Middle Cornish the usual form after numerals is blythen ( P C . 351,
3201; R D . 2494), but numeral with a vlethynnow is also found ( O M . 657; CW.
1915; cf. B M . 3472). It certainly looks as if the Modern Cornish bloth entered
under the influence of Breton bloaz, though the -th in Cornish implies
(unsurprisingly) that a correct analogy with blythen was made. Whatever its
origin, the first usage bluth vee eue is irregular, if not actually wrong, as Loth
pointed out. 21
seara 9: another Modern Cornish word, which coexisted with taz, without any
apparent distinction of meaning. The only Middle Cornish appearance that I
have noted is syre da 'father-in-law', P C . 570.
moy 9 'other': for this usage in Modern Cornish, where arall might be expected, at least
in Middle Cornish (though the usage is still perfectly natural), compare CW.
1916, me a wellas gwethan moy T saw another tree'; also N . Boson's rag vlethan
moy, translated by J . Boson as 'for another year'. 22
scantlower 11: this is an interesting survival from Middle Cornish; it otherwise occurs
only in B M . , at 543 schanlour and 4459 scantlor.
The authors are grateful to the Society of Antiquaries for permission to publish
the letter, and to Mr. M. Polkinhorn and Mr. N. Polglase for useful discussions.
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